Hoo St Werburgh - Medium Term Plan Overview
Ancient Greeks – Year 6/Term 5
Engage
Week 1

Linked Text
Love to Read
Phonics/Word/
Spelling Focus

Week 2

Develop
Week 3

Week 4

Innovate
Week 5

Express
Week 6

Ancient Greek Myths
Year 5/6 word list

The i sound spelt y

The k sound spelt ch

The sh sound spelt ch

Homophones

Year 5/6 word list

Reading Focus

understand, describe,
select and retrieve
information, events
or ideas from texts
and use quotation
and reference to text

explain and comment
on writers’ uses of
language, including
grammatical and
literary features at
word and sentence
level;

explain and comment on
writers’ uses of language,
including grammatical
and literary features at
word and sentence level;

PEE/Test Skills

PEE/Test Skills

Deduce, infer or
interpret information,
events or ideas from a
text

Writing Focus

Replay: Narrative

Replay: Narrative

Myth Writing

SATs week

Myth Writing

Letters: Hayley Muffet

Letters: Hayley Muffet

SATs prep
(Focus on grammar
and reading skills –
main writing to be
completed through
topic work on the
Ancient Greeks)
SATs
(Revision of GAPs)

Grammar

Subordinating and
Coordinating

Parenthesis

Subject/Verb/Object
(Including active and
Colons and Semi-colons passive voice)

Explanation Text

SATs week

conjunctions

Dashes to show
parenthesis

Progressive/Perfect tense

Main Clause &
Subordinate clause
Relative Clause
Mental Maths
Mathematics

Mental maths starters Fluent in Five (weekly times table focus – Monkey Maths)
SATs prep: CT to identify GAPs evident through testing. Maths sessions to be used to practice test
SATs week
techniques and to review any gaps/misconceptions in children’s previous learning.

Probability:
Making predictions

Geography

History

Science

Multiples and factors Multiplying and dividing fractions by whole numbers
Scale and scale factors Transformations (translation, reflection)
Negative numbers
Mock SATs – 2017 papers
Bar and pie charts
3D shapes and nets
Co-ordinates in all 4 quadrants Calculating perimeter
Angles
Equivalent and ordering fractions
Solve equations and linear number sequences
Calculating area and volume
Can I locate the
Can I research the
Can I study aerial
Can I identify longitude,
largest city in each
physical and human
photographs of the
latitude and GMT?
continent as well as
features of my chosen largest cities?
Can I read and draw
the seas and
city?
maps using 4 and 6 digit
hemispheres?
references?
Ancient Greeks/Writing Focus
Ancient Greek/Writing
SATs
Ancient Olympics
Focus
(Revision of GAPs)
(Children to write a newspaper report about
Who were the Ancient
the first ever Olympic games)
Greeks?
Can I plan an
Can I conduct an
Can
I
plan
an Can I investigate the
investigation which
investigation which
investigation about the effectiveness of a
considers how light
considers how light
effectiveness
of
a household product?
travels? (Light
travels? (Light
household
product? (Kitchen
roll
investigation)
investigation)
(Kitchen
roll investigation)
investigation)

Investigation and
observation
Rigged games of chance

Can I describe aspects
of physical geography?
(climate zone focus)

Can I design a leaflet of
my chosen city?

Ancient Greek/Writing
Athens/Sparta
(Children to write a comparison text looking at the
differences between Athens and Sparta)
Can I plan an
Can I conduct an
investigation which
investigation which
studies the properties of studies the properties of
different materials?
different materials?
(insulators
(insulators investigation)
investigation)

Art & Design

Greek Vases
LO: Can I analyse the
artistic choices on
ancient Greek
pottery?
Can I use research to
inform my design of a
sustainable product?

Greek Vases
LO: Can I copy/sketch
popular Greek vase
designs?

Greek Vases
LO: Can I design and paint
a Greek Vase

Can I generate a
design for a
sustainable product?

Can I select from and use a wide range of
tools/materials to create my product?

Can I evaluate my ideas and product against my own
design criteria?

Computing

Can I create
appropriate animation
for a story scene?

Can I structure and
control the timing of
events?

Can I control when
objects need to be
visible?

Can I add voice sounds
to enhance an animated
story?

RE

What does Christianity Research : The
teach about good and Garden of Eden
(Genesis 3)
evil?

To reflect on ideas of
right and wrong and their
own and others’
responses to them

Music

Charanga – Reflect,
rewind and replay
(Lesson 1)

Charanga - Reflect,
rewind and replay
(Lesson 2)

Charanga - Reflect,
rewind and replay
(Lesson 3)

Charanga - Reflect,
rewind and replay
(Lesson 4)

PE

Games sports
apprentices

Games sports
apprentices

Games sports apprentices

Games
apprentices

SWIMMING

Swimming Lessons

Design & Tech

Trips/outdoor
learning/visitors

Parental Link

Can I sequence events
to create a story
narrative?
Explore religious codes
of conduct and rules
of living, considering
the effect of these of
life
Discrete

Languages

PSHE

Greek Vases
LO: Can I design and
paint a Greek Vase

SEAL unit of work – Moving On
th

17 May Outdoor Learning Day

Can I add interactive user
features to a scene or
story?

Consider examples of
the ways in which
personal and religious
beliefs may influence
behaviour

Charanga - Reflect,
rewind and replay
(Lesson 5)

sports Games sports
apprentices

Charanga - Reflect,
rewind and replay
(Lesson 6)
Games sports
apprentices

